Due to continuing improvement in instrumentation and data processing techniques, increasingly longer periods are being obtained in seismic surface wave measurements. Three aspects of surface wave propagation on a sphere, which become important at long periods, are treated in some detail: (1) the dependence of the spherical phase velocity on the relative positions of epicentre and station, (2) the importance of the polar component of Love waves, relative to the azimuthal component, and (3) the accuracy of the common practice of treating surface wave data as though they represent a continuous-frequency phenomenon.
Introduction
The continuing improvement in data processing techniques for long-period, seismic surface wave information is resulting in dispersion data to increasingly longer periods. At the present time we are able to obtain useful dispersion information to periods around 300 s with the 15-100 instruments (15-s pendulum period, 100-s galvanometer period) of the WWSSN (Biswas 1971; Biswas & Knopoff 1973; Kausel 1972) , and to periods of about 400 s with the 30-100 instruments which were maintained at the WWSSN sites prior to mid-1965 (results of work in progress). These maximum periods refer to standard single-and two-station studies at distances of less than 180". The new high-gain wide-band installations Molnar et al. 1969; Savino, McCaney & Hade 1972 ), which employ 30-100 instruments operated at high gain in a low-noise environment, promise to increase still further the maximum periods obtained in these types of dispersion measurements. At periods this long it is no longer sufficient to assign a constant phase velocity to a given period: The dependence of the velocity on the relative positions of the epicentre and station must be taken into account. Our first purpose is to present a quantitative demonstration of the magnitude of this effect, and to give relations providing the correction for it.
Our second purpose is to update polar phase shift theory (Brune, Nafe & Alsop 1961) for Love waves which are excited on a sphere by realistic, buried point sources.
In the presentation of our results for both spherical phase velocity and the polar phase shift, we include the polar as well as the usual azimuthal component of Love, or torsional wave displacement on a sphere. We also demonstrate the relative importance of these two components as a function of period.
Although surface waves on a perfectly-elastic sphere exist only at a discrete set of frequencies, it is common practice in experimental work to treat surface-wave data as though they represent a continuous-frequency phenomenon which can be sampled at arbitrary, equally-spaced frequencies. We have investigated the validity of this approach in some detail.
Phase velocity
The co-ordinate system and fault plane geometry are given in Fig. 1 . The angle 6 is the dip of the fault plane below the horizontal, h is the depth of the source beneath the epicentre, and il is the angle, in the plane of the fault, which specifies the direction of motion of the hanging wall relative to the foot wall. At the focus, we assume a point source, i.e. that the periods and wavelengths of interest are large compared to the rise time and dimensions of the source. The focal mechanism is a displacement dislocation with a unit step-function time dependence; the normal component of stress is assumed continuous across the fault. With this specification, the equivalent force replacement in an unfaulted medium is the usual point-source double couple without moment, which also has a step-function time dependence (Maruyama 1963; Burridge & Knopoff 1964) . Saito (1967) has given the torsional free mode response for such a force system. These results are converted to the corresponding propagating wave representation by replacing the functions Py (cos 6) with for waves diverging from the epicentre, and for waves converging toward the epicentre. In this section we will limit the discussion to single-station measurement of the phase velocity with 6 c 180"; hence, to waves diverging from the epicentre. Thus only expressions involving xp, will be treated. The Love wave displacement at the free surface, for the nth mode-the mode of motion containing n surfaces of zero displacement, which are located at r = ri, i = l(1)n-can be written as
where F is the Fourier transform operator, defined here as m and con, I is the angular frequency of the free mode ,, T,. The details concerning (2.4) are given by , and those of (2.5) are given in Section 4, where the spherical-to-flat structure transformation for Love waves (Biswas & Knopoff 1970; Schwab & Knopoff 1971; 1972; ) is completed by treating the polar component of displacement, and the relative magnitudes of the polar and azimuthal components of displacement are described. The use of an apparently continuous frequency distribution in (2.4) and (2.5) is discussed in Section 5.
In our discussion of phase velocity we will limit our remarks to the component along a great circle through the epicentre. With this simplification it is possible to avoid the complications involved in defining this velocity normal to lines of constant phase. These complications result from there being both # and 8 components of displacement for Love waves on a sphere. In general, along any great circle from the epicentre, the particle motion-at any given frequency-is ellipticaI in the surface of the sphere; the ellipticity is, unfortunately, a function of distance from the epicentre.
We will, however, give the expressions for both the # and 8 components of displacement, from which the velocity normal to the lines of constant phase can be determined.
The frequency spectra in (2.4) and (2.5) can be written
(2 -9) ; Section 4). These relations illustrate the resolution of the response into that for a dip-slip motion along a vertical fault plane, with strike line 4 = a l Z , and that from strike slip on a vertical fault with strike 4 = rx34. That is, the azimuthal dependences cos (4 -alz) and sin (# -alz) are just the radiation patterns that would be obtained from dip slip on a vertical fault plane striking in the direction q5 = a12. Likewise, the dependences cos 2(4--a34) and sin 2(4-o&) are the patterns that would be obtained from strike slip on a vertical plane with strike 4 = ~1~~. The N clearest interpretation of spherical phase velocity for Love waves is obtained by focusing attention on each of the component source mechanisms* individually.
From the results of this treatment it will then be apparent how best to define the velocity for an arbitrarily oriented fault plane and direction of slip.
Dip slip on a vertical fault. In this case,
(2.11)
Assume for the present that the positive signs apply in these relations. To illustrate the propagation of monochromatic waves on a sphere, we multiply (2.10) and (2.11) by exp (iwt); the phase portions of these expressions for propagating waves then have the forms cot + arg (dxI'/d@ (2.12)
(2.13)
Let the first term of the asymptotic expansion of dX;"/d8, for large I, be denoted by Thus the phase velocities in the 0 direction, from the dip-slip source, are given by
where the initial phases are -3 4 4 and -z/4 radians for the 4 and 0 components of displacement, respectively. Thus these spherical phase velocities are separable into a factor, E(l), wlich is structure dependent but independent of position on the sphere, and a factor which is independent of structure but dependent upon position. Once Z(l) has been determined, the spherical phase velocities are obtained through knowledge of pl(Z, 0) and ql(l, 0); these last functions are the same for all modes-radial order numbers-n. The details concerning fast, efficient computation of Z(l) are given by Schwab & Knopoff (1972) , where this quantity is denoted by c,.
The fractional phase velocity differences (2.23) (2.24)
are independent of structure and mode number. The functions which determine these differences, p 1 and ql, are given in Figs 2 and 3 as functions of I and 8. The feature of these figures to note is that p l ( l , n/2) and ql(Z, n/2) vanish for all 1. Thus arg (dXl'ld8) = arg (Gl) (2.25)
Therefore (2.20), usually assumed to be an approximation to the spherical phase velocity which is valid only for large 1, is actually an exact expression, valid for all l at 8 = 90" for the dip-slip source.
In Fig. 4 , the dependence of the fractional phase velocity differences is also shown as a function of I and 0. The first point to note here is that the spherical phase velocities are less than 2(l) when 0" < 8 < go", and greater when 90" < 8 < ISO",
i.e. a wave diverging from the epicentre toward the equator has a velocity which is relatively slow, and a wave converging from equator to pole is relatively fast. Second, although p1 and q1 are antisymmetric about 8 = go", d~l and are not: For a given value of 1, ,cl(l, n/2-lei) will be farther below ?(I) than j c l ( l , z/2+ IcI) will be above E(l), where 1~1 < 90". The final general comment we can make about the fractional phase velocity differences is that, for the dip-slip source, the differences are uniformly greater for the q3 component of displacement.
To provide estimates of the dependence of the fractional phase velocity differences as a function of period for a real earth, the information in Fig. 4 can be used in conjunction with the period4 dependence for the fundamental and first 20 higher Lovewave modes, which is given in Fig. 5 . This information and relation (2.20) will yield estimates of the actual values of the spherical phase velocities. From the results of Section 5 we know that isolated-mode analysis-and hence phase velocity studies in general-does not appear to be practical much beyond a period of about 600s (fundamental mode). From Fig. 5 this yields a minimum useful 1 of about 10. With this information we can estimate the upper bounds for the phase velocity differences for the dip-slip source. These are given in Table 1 for the dominant, azimuthal component of displacement. These results demonstrate that the dependence of the phase velocity on station position must certainly be taken into consideration when dealing with the longer periods for which isolated-mode analysis is practical.
Strike slip on a vertical fault. Here we have
If we assume for the present that the positive signs apply in these expressions, then the same procedure that we used in the dip-slip case yields initial phases of -5n/4 and -3;rc/4 radians for the #J and 8 components of displacement, respectively, and The fractional phase velocity differences are given by expressions with the same forms as (2.23) and (2.24), with the appropriate subscripts. These differences for the strikeslip case are shown in Fig. 4 . They exhibit the same general features as the results for the dip-slip source. Away from the equator-the circle where the differences vanish for both sources and both components of displacement-the differences are greater for the response to strike slip than dip slip, at any given (I, 8) point; this is true for the 8 components of displacement, as well as the 4 components. Thus the greatest phase velocity differences are found for the azimuthal component of displacement generated by the strike-slip mechanism. The upper-bound estimates are given with those for the dip-slip case in Table 1 , where it is seen that the upper bounds for Table 1 Estimated upper bounds of phase velocity diflerences for fundamental-mode Love waves.
These results correspond to a period of about 620 s and an I of 10. isolated-mode analysis applied to the response to the strike-slip source are about triple those which correspond to the dip-slip mechanism.
Arbitrary source. In the general case, after multiplication by exp(iot), the phase portions of relations (2.8) and (2.9) have the forms
(2.36)
If we define jU,(t> as ju,(t) with the factors involving dx,"'/d0 and x;" replaced by (2.14) and (2.16), and also define 
(2.50)
TO r0
The fractional amplitude differences, em and f,, are defined as where the initial phases are po(l, 4) and qO(Z, 4) for the 4 and B components of displacement, respectively. Equations (2.53) and (2.54) provide the means for correcting measured, long-period, spherical phase velocities for the relative positions on the Earth of the epicentre and station, and for the dependence of the measured velocity on the focal mechanism; we emphasize that this source dependence is not removed from the long-period spherical phase velocity by the usual correction for the initial phase.
Polar phase"shift
In this section we wish to update polar phase shift theory (Brune et al. 1961) for Love waves which are excited on a sphere by realistic, buried point sources.
The concept of a polar phase shift arises from the attempt to express the spherical phase velocity, at any given frequency, by a constant value. Since, as is illustrated in the previous section, this approximation is best for relatively short periods-or large 1-the expression for this approximate phase velocity is obtained from the first term of the appropriate asymptotic expansions: (2.14) and (2.16). If we multiply these expressions by exp(iwt) and reduce the phase portions to the usual form:
wt -(w/phase ve1ocity)aO + constants, (3.1) then this approximate phase velocity is just F(0. The idea of a polar phase shift enters when we write explicit expressions of the form (3. l), on either side of the pole (8 = 1 SO0), and find that the frequency-independent ' constants ' differ. This difference is termed the polar phase shift.
For simplicity, we adopt the procedure of Section 2 and separate our treatment into that for the response to dip slip, and that for the response to strike slip on a vertical fault plane. In each case the simple arguments based on short-period asymptotic expansions will be used to determine the polar phase shift. Since these expansions are not valid in the region of a pole, this approach cannot be used to explain the actual details involved in the shift. For this purpose we employ numerical evaluation of the associated Legendre functions.
In this section the discussion is limited to integral values of I, i.e. to values of the frequency at which waves actually propagate on a sphere. (See Section 5.)
Dip slip on a vertical fault. Since we are dealing with phase diferences, there is no loss in generality if we specify the signs in (2.10) and (2.11) for one value of 4: Let the positive signs apply when 4 = 40. Monochromatic waves converging toward the pole 8 = 180°, along 4 = c $~ are then given by
( 3 2) (3.3)
On the other side of 8 = 180", these waves diverge from the pole along 4 = $o + n, and are represented by
and dzF/d8 and z,"', which appear in D, and DO, have the same moduli as the corresponding, unbarred quantities. From (2.14) and (2.16), and the first terms of the large-1 expansions for dzY/dO and z;" :
(3.8)
we have, for large I,
where, in the phases corresponding to waves which have not yet reached the pole (along 4 = &) we have replaced 8 by 9-, and in the phases describing the waves after they have crossed the pole (along 4 = 4o + n), 0 has been replaced by 2n -9, . Thus, for dip slip on a vertical fault plane, in crossing the pole from 9-to 9+, the polar phase shift is +3n/2 radians for ,u,, and +n/2 radians for ,un. These shifts refer to azimuthal components of displacement measured in the same 4 direction on both sides of the pole; and refer to polar components measured in the same 9 direction -opposite 0 directions-on the two sides of the pole.
To determine the precise behaviour of the phases, which results in the polar phase shift, the exact expressions for the phases have been evaluated over the entire 9 range. which are shown at the left of Fig. 6 for three periods, or values of 1. The straight-line segments represent the phases from the first terms of the asymptotic expansions, i.e. (3.9) and (3.10) exclusive of at. From the figure it is evident that for the azimuthal response to the dip-slip source: (1) the true phase crosses the pole continuously, (2) the general characteristics of the behaviour of the phase in the region of a pole are independent of period (at integral values of I), with (3) the departure of the true phase from that of the first term of the asymptotic expansion becoming more and more confined to the region of the pole as period decreases, or 1 increases. For the 9 component of displacement, the comparison of the exact phases involves arg (Xrl(cos 9)) on 0" < 9 < 180" (3.15)
arg { -Iti [cos (2n -9)J) on 180" < 9 < 360", (3.16) which are shown at the top of Fig. 7 . Here again we see the continuity of the true phase as 9 crosses the pole. Illustrations of the validity of the above interpretations are given in Figs 8 and 9.
In these figures, the relations between the phases Ol and (D2, of the waves leaving the epicentre at azimuthal angles differing by 180", are shown to be fully consistent with the known free mode solutions.
Strike slip on a vertical fault. If we follow the same procedure as above, we obtain from the first terms of the appropriate asymptotic expansions for large I : Thus a strike-slip and dip-slip source on a vertical fault yield the same polar phase shifts as the pole is crossed from 9-to 9, : f 3~/ 2 radians for the Q component of displacement, and + 7r/2 radians for the 9 component. The exact behaviour of the phases from the strike-slip source is shown at the right of Fig. 6 and at the bottom of Fig. 7 . These results differ from those of the dip-slip case in two particulars: First, for a given period-or value of I-the variation of the true phase from that obtained from the first term of the appropriate asymptotic expansion is much greater for the response to strike-slip motion, and the large variations occur further from the poles than they do in the dip-slip case. Second, for both 4 and 9 components of displacement, there is an abrupt, -n-radian phase jump at the pole. and @, with the known free mode solutions, illustrations are given in Figs 10 and 1 1 of the validity of our interpretations of the phases from the strike-slip source.
Again, by comparing the relations between Summary. From the true phases given in Figs 6 and 7, it is apparent that the polar phase shifts, which are summarized in Table 2 , defined exactly, relate the phases at 9 + 180" and 9 through the relation phase (9 + 18Oq = phase (9) -(I ++)n +polar phase shift. From the same table we see that the polar phase shift is independent of which of the two mechanisms generate the motion: both sources yield a shift of +3n/2 radians for the q5 component of displacement, and + n/2 radians for the 9 component. The phase jump at the pole does not depend on the displacement component: both the q5 and 9 components have a -n-radian jump when generated by the strike-slip mechanism, and no jump when excited by the dip-slip source. A mnemonic device for the physical meaning of this phase jump, which works for both components and both mechanisms, is a rigid pole relative to the ' reflected ' wave, i.e. displacements are in opposite directions for incident and ' reflected ' waves.
Polar component of Love waves on a sphere
The results given by Kausel & Schwab ( 
2)
The quantity p is the density, the subscript s refers to spherical parameters, and f will be used to denote the parameters of the transformed, flat structure.
Following Kausel and Schwab, we write the Love-wave, polar component of displacement, for the nth mode and a continuous distribution over I , as d,sin2+)] . where k is the wave number, c, is the phase velocity on the flat, transformed structure, and u, is the flat-structure group velocity. If we assume, for the purposes of computation, that the vertically inhomogeneous flat structure can be approximated by a sequence of homogeneous layers (see Schwab & Knopoff 1972) , then the elements of the usual layer-matrix product (4.8) A = all,-, a,,,-2 ... a2 a, (Haskell 1953) can be employed, since (4.9) (4.10)
As with the azimuthal component of displacement, as represented by Kausel & Schwab, the polar component of the Love-wave response to an arbitrarily oriented point source can be interpreted as arising from the linear combination of the responses to two simple mechanisms: dip slip along a vertical fault plane, and strike slip along the same type of fault plane. Rewriting (4.6), 
F [ e~, , ( t ) ]
(4.13) (4.14) Thus the first term of (4.11) and (4.12) represents the dip-slip source with a strike line in the direction 4 = aI2, and the second term in these expressions represents the strike-slip source with a strike line in the direction (b = ~1~~. These two equivalent fault planes are the same as those obtained for the azimuthal component of displacement. Thus the complete Love-wave response to an arbitrarily oriented source can be resolved into the linear combination of the responses to two simple mechanisms. An interesting point, which does not appear to have been given much attention in the past, is the magnitude of the polar component of displacement relative to that of the azimuthal component. It is difficult to make any statements which are generally applicable for an arbitrarily oriented source. However, for the two special cases upon which we have been focusing our attention, we can make some general observations.
For dip slip on a vertical fault plane, we obtain the amplitude ratio The dependence on (b is obvious, and the 8 dependence is given in Fig. 12 . These results show that the polar component is negligible for large 1, becomes increasingly important as I decreases, and that its amplitude is approximately equal to that of the azimuthal component at the lowest order numbers; the relative importance of the polar component increases as 8 departs from the equator. A more quantitative summary of these results is given in Table 3 . The main point of interest here is that, for the fundamental mode, the amplitude of the poIar component of displacement from dip slip on a vertical fault does not reach 10 per cent of that of the azimuthal component until the period is approximately equal to the upper bound currently attainable in single-station studies. Comparable details for the higher modes can be Fig. 12 and Table 3 we see that the general characteristics of the relative 0 dependences of the polar and azimuthal amplitudes are the same for strike-slip and dip-slip motion on a vertical fault plane; however, for strike slip, the polar component has double the relative importance it exhibits for the dip-slip case. (Note the factor of two which appears in (4.16), but not in Fig. 12 .) The polar amplitude reaches 10 per cent of IF [,p,(t) ]l at periods as short as 200 s, and can attain 20 per cent of this value well below the upper period bound for current single-station studies.
Continuous-frequency representation
The continuous-frequency representations in (2.4), which was introduced by , and in (2.5), which is developed in Section 4, must be interpreted very carefully for them to be valid in a strict sense. As we will show below, (2.4) and (2.5) usually can be used without restriction and special definition; however, in this section we would like to be specific about the connection between the continuous-frequency representation, which is generally used in experimental studies of surface waves on the Earth, and the rigorous mathematical definition of such waves, which admits surface-wave excitation represented by functions of the form only at a discrete set* of frequencies. This last point is demonstrated easily by inspecting the complete expression for the O dependence of the displacements near O = 180", where they must be finite:
for the polar and azimuthal components, respectively. Applying the results given by ErdClyi et al. (1953, pages 163-164, equations (4), (lo), (13), (16) dxylde + exp (-i2nl)dZ,"'/dB, * We limit our discussion here to perfectly-elastic spheres. then for all 1, as 6 approaches NO", the terms of (5.5) will differ in phase by radians as will the terms of (5.6); and at integral I , (5.5) and (5.6) will assume the required, forms: (sin $)-' Pr and dP,'"/d$. However, the same problems which are encountered with non-integral I at 6 = 180" when using solutions of the form ( , and & is given by (4.4). This will be true if (2.4) and (2.5) are evaluated by using modified trapezoidal integration:
where 1, = lo, I,+ 1,1,+2 , ... , and lo is an integer. The accuracy of (2.4) and (2.5) when modified trapezoidal integration is applied at equal frequency intervals:
is easily checked by inspection of the integrands and frequency intervals used in the two representations, once we have determined the specific situations in which it would be desirable to use the equal-frequency-interval representation. Table 4 shows that the integral-l representation corresponds to an average frequency interval of approximately 0.0001 cps; hence the equal-frequency-interval (EFI) representation is indicated when the desired record length can be obtained with the use of a larger interval. In this representation, of course, the attainable record length is just the reciprocal of the frequency interval.
For short periods, say those less than 100 s, Table 5 gives the epicentre-station separations with which the various EFT representations should be used; these per- For longer periods-100s and above-it requires a little more care to evaluate the EFI representation. We will treat only the fundamental mode; the generalization of our results to the higher modes is obvious. Even when 8 is less than 180", any dispersed wave train generated at a station near the pole will be contaminated by the fastest components of the complementary wave train approaching from the other side of the pole. If we make our first task that to determine how close we can approach the pole without encountering this interference, the forbidden neighbourhood of the pole will have to be defined. A quantitative definition of this ' neighbourhood ' can be based on our experience in isolating surface-wave modes by frequency filtering-time (group velocity) windowing techniques. (See Alexander (1963) for the original description of these techniques, and Kausel (Fig. 8, 1972) for the outline of our present technique.) This experience suggests that after applying a given band-pass filter to a seismogram trace, accurate mode isolation by time windowing requires about six periods (period at centre of the pass band) of uncontaminated energy, i.e. about three periods to either side of the peak of the envelope of the energy burst.
For the centre period T,, the peak should occur at a time of approximately aWQ(T,) (5.12) Table 6 Relation between the frequency interval required by the equal-frequency-interval representation, and the maximum distance at which this representation can be used to generate the time series where U is the group velocity. In Table 6 we give the values of 9, corresponding to several frequency intervals, for which the ' entire ' burst occurs within the duration of the record length, i.e. for which record length = a9/U( T,) + 3 T,.
(5.13)
To ensure that the direct and complementary, pole-crossing events do not interfere, i.e. that there are three periods following the arrival of the envelope maximum of the former plus three periods preceding the arrival of the maximum of the latter event, we have the condition a(27c-9)/~(TC)-a9/ii(T,) >, 6T,, (5.14)
which provides our definition of the ' neighbourhood ' of the pole: I G n < 9 < Z 9, = TC-~T,E(T,)/U.
(5.15)
The positions of these values of 9, are indicated by the solid line segments in Table 6 . These show that the EFI representation can be used to generate the time series of the direct event for periods up to 600 s with a maximum of 40 per cent of the number of frequency points required by the integral-l representation.
Anywhere within the ' neighbourhood ' of the pole, the combination of arrivals -(5.3) or (5.4)-must be considered. As we have indicated above, the integral-1 representation must be used with these formulas in the vicinity of 9 = 180", since P;" and dPy/dO are not well-behaved functions of 1 in this region; the use of the EFI representation near 180" requires a combination of xp and j;"-or of dxF/dO and dj,"ldO-which interpolates smoothly between values of P;"-or of dP;"ld&at successive integral values of 1; a combination, perhaps, of the form (5.5)-or (5.6).
Beyond a period of about 600 s, 9, appears to be too restricted for isolated-mode analysis to be of much practical use, and P,"-or dP;"/dO-should be used for all values of 9. Since P;" and dP;"/dO are well-behaved functions of 1 in the region of 9 = 360", these functions can be used with either the integral4 or the EFI representation to form the combination of events in this region.
The equal-frequency-interval representation can also be used to advantage to generate the time series for an event after one pole passage-an event represented by j p or dj;"/dO. The short-period data given in Table 5 demonstrate that this representation can as much as halve the number of frequency points required by the integral-l representation. In Table 6 , the corresponding information is given for the longer periods, where we again use the criterion of six periods of separation between envelope maxima of successive events after band-pass filtering. Thus the peak of the event after one pole passage must occur at least six periods after the peak of the direct event, and six periods prior to that of the event after two pole passages. As would be expected, the angular range over which accurate isolation is possible:
II+~T,E(T,)/u < 9 < 2n-3TcE(T,)/~, (5.16) decreases with increasing centre period. Again, from the results shown in Table 6 , isolated-mode analysis does not appear to be practical for periods beyond about 600 s (fundamental mode).
From both Tables 5 and 6 it is clear that beyond 360", the EFI representation will require an interval smaller than the O.OOO1 cps of the integral-2 representation; hence, this appears to be the upper limit of the usefulness of the former representation.
Accuracy of the continuous-frequency approximation. From the preceding remarks it appears that this approximation will find its use: (1) in multiple-event synthesis when 9 < 360", and (2) in isolated-event synthesis when 9 < 360" and for periods less than about 600 s. 
F. Schwab and E. Kitusel
First of all, in evaluating the accuracy of this approximation, under the above limitations, there is the question of whether the amplitude and phase of , & and ,L, for non-integral 1 values, are smooth interpolates of the values for integral 1. This is synonymous with asking the same question about x;" and dX;"lde. The affirmative answer is clearly illustrated by the smoothness of the functions p,, q,, em, andf,, an example of which is shown in Fig. 13 .
The second question is that of how closely similar the sampling techniques are for the two methods of integration: the integrand sampled at integral 1 values, and at equal frequency intervals of about O~OOO1 cps. Below a period of 600 s, it is seen from Table 4 that the frequency interval in the integral4 technique varies from that of the EFI representation by no more than & 10 per cent over the entire range from 600 to 50 s if we choose the equal-frequency interval to be 0.000113 cps. Further, with inverse Fourier transformation based on equally-spaced frequency points, accuracy is not lost by increasing the frequency interval from 0.0001 13 cps when shorter record lengths are satisfactory.
In principle, body waves as well as surface waves on a sphere should be obtainable simply by adding up the normal modes. The results of our latest work (Nakanishi et al. 1975; Nakanishi, Schwab & Kausel 1976; Nakanishi, Schwab & Knopoff 1976) demonstrate that, for realistic, radially heterogeneous models of the Earth, this does indeed work; and when using the EFI representation.
